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ABSTRACT
Protein structure validation is an important step in
computational modeling and structure determination.
Stereochemical assessment of protein structures
examine internal parameters such as bond lengths
and Ramachandran (f,c) angles. Gross structure prediction methods such as inverse folding procedure
and structure determination especially at low resolution can sometimes give rise to models that are incorrect due to assignment of misfolds or mistracing of
electron density maps. Such errors are not reflected
as strain in internal parameters. HARMONY is a procedure that examines the compatibility between the
sequence and the structure of a protein by assigning
scores to individual residues and their amino acid
exchange patterns after considering their local environments. Local environments are described by the
backbone conformation, solvent accessibility and
hydrogen bonding patterns. We are now providing
HARMONY through a web server such that users
can submit their protein structure files and, if
required, the alignment of homologous sequences.
Scores are mapped on the structure for subsequent
examination that is useful to also recognize regions of
possible local errors in protein structures. HARMONY
server is located at http://caps.ncbs.res.in/harmony/
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of the three-dimensional (3D) structure of a protein is essential to understand its function. Protein structures
are determined by experimental methods, such as X-ray
crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), or
modeled by comparative (1–3) or combinatorial modeling
techniques (4,5) or by de novo methods (6,7) and deposited
in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (8). When the 3D structure
of a protein is determined by X-ray analysis, local errors

can arise as a consequence of poorly defined electron
density, particularly because of flexibility or disorder in
loops. Global errors can occur occasionally because of misinterpretation or mistracing of the polypeptide chain. In
comparative modeling, the quality of a model is highly
dependent on correct template selection and sequence alignment between query and template (9). Combinatorial modeling or fold prediction methods can also lead to incorrect
models. Such incorrect models are not easily identified by
checking internal parameters or by calculating energy values.
Various methods have been developed for protein structure
validation and a majority of the current servers examine
internal parameters, strains in bond torsions, disallowed conformations or by calculating the energies. These approaches
mostly assess the stereochemical quality of the protein
structures and provide no indication for the compatibility of
the sequence to the structure. Few approaches assess the
sequence–structure compatibility by analyzing the propensity
of amino acid residues to be present in particular local
environments (10–12) or psuedoenergies of pairwise residue
interactions (13) or other similar parameters (14–17). Most
of these approaches can perform well in the prediction of
global errors in the gross structure. A few methods, such as
those developed by Sippl et al. (Prosa) (13) and Eisenberg
et al. (10) attempt to recognize errors in the local regions
of protein structures with grossly correct fold. In this article,
we report the availability of a web-based algorithm which
employs the frequency of an amino acid type (propensity)
as well as the frequency of amino acid replacements (substitution) in a particular structural environment to discriminate gross as well as local misfolds in protein structures.
The results of our approach have been compared with
other relevant methods (as in http://xray.bmc.uu.se/gerard/
embo2001/modval/links.html) and have been provided in
Supplementary Data.
Brief outline of HARMONY algorithm
The approach follows the procedure outlined by Overington
et al. (18) and Topham et al. (11). Structural environment
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of an amino acid is described by its backbone conformation
(nine types), hydrogen bonding (two types) and solvent
accessibility (three types) patterns following JOY representation (18,19). Raw scores of amino acid occurrences and
exchanges are considered after a suitable normalization (20)
and arranged as amino acid propensity table and 54 amino
acid substitution tables, respectively. Sequence homologues
for each of the query sequences can be identified from the
Swiss-Prot database (21) or the non-redundant (NR) protein
sequence database using BLAST (22). Homologous proteins
with no more than 90% sequence identity with one another
were aligned with the query using MALIGN (23). Propensity
and substitution values derived for the query and that of
large number of unrelated globular domains are compared
by c2 test and further smoothened by a 11-residue window
to recognize possible local errors in the local regions. The
total score for the query protein structure is useful in detecting gross errors when viewed along with calibrated entries.
However, for the detection of local errors, the smoothened
scores over a moving window of contiguous residues were
compared with those of a random sequence of same amino
acid composition as the query. We employ the reversed
query sequence as a reference for the detection of local
errors.

HARMONY server: description and features
The HARMONY server can be basically divided into three
subsystems: (i) the web interface system, which is written
with HTML and PERL CGI (ii) the background process
system, which is written with FORTRAN77 and PERL and
(iii) a reporting system for graphical and textual output
through dynamic PERL CGI programs (Figure 1). The web
interface subsystem mainly deals with receiving information
from the user and checking the validity of the submitted data.
The background processing subsystem performs all the computation of validation like extracting homologues from the
sequence database, aligning the homologous sequence with
query sequence, calculating substitution and propensity
score at each residue position and validating the structure.
Input
In order to assess the quality of query protein, the user may
upload query structure in the PDB format. Options are provided to obtain homologues for the query from various
sequence databases (the Swiss-Prot database and the NR
protein sequence database) using the BLAST program at different levels of stringency through expectation values. Alternately, the user can also upload both the structure and curated

Figure 1. Flowchart representing the steps involved in structure validation for a given query.
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multiple sequence alignment of homologous sequences.
The length of the window can be chosen from a dropdown
menu by the user. Pre-processing involves check and correction of any mislabeled atoms and alternate occupancy.
Output
 Misfolds and folds with elaborate regions of errors can be
identified by plotting the scores of the query protein on a
calibration plot using known structures. Proteins with
misfold regions attain low scores and appear well below
the straight fit line.
 The raw and smoothened values of propensity and substitution scores for each residue are provided in tabular format.
 Further, a graph representation provides the smoothened
scores between query sequence in comparison with the
reverse sequence. The reverse sequence and its scores are
used as a control to identify local errors in the proposed
protein model. Regions where the reverse sequence acquires
better substitution score indicate possible local errors.
 Difference between the scores of the actual and reverse
sequence is mapped on the structure colored according to
the degree of the local error. Static image of the 3D structure
is provided using MOLSCRIPT (24). The structure of
the query protein with regions colored using HARMONY
scores can be downloaded and conveniently displayed
with structural viewers such as RASMOL (25).
 HARMONY server run on a single structure takes only
30 s when homologous sequences are searched internally
against Swiss-Prot database
Benchmarking study

Figure 2. Structure validation using HARMONY server. (a) Calibration plot
applied on six proteins. Actual harmony propensity score plotted as a function
of protein residue length. Points marked in yellow correspond to representative
members of proteins in PDB of different lengths used for calibration (Supplementary material). Circle represents correct protein models (1mcp (), 4fd1 (),
1y4o ()). Asterisk represents incorrect models (Deliberate misfold of 1mcp (*),
2fd1 (*), 1tgq (*)). Incorrect models attain low scores than correct models.
(b) HARMONY substitution scores are mapped on the immunoglobulin structure (1mcp) in relation to the reverse sequence as a control. (c) Same as (b) but
for the deliberate misfold of 1mcp. This model has larger regions of errors in
comparison to the correct model (1mcp). (d) Comparison of HARMONY
substitution scores of actual and reverse sequence mapped on the 3D structure
of E.coli single-stranded DNA-binding protein (1qvc). Residues 52–53, 104–
110 and 115–140 are marked with different colors (red, orange and yellow)
depending upon the degree of local error.

HARMONY has been tested on 4020 protein domains of
varying length (Supplementary Data) (26). A direct correlation is expected between HARMONY scores and protein
size for folds that are highly compatible with the sequence.
In this dataset, a high correlation co-efficient was obtained
including small domains and disulphide-rich folds. Gross
misfolds can be identified as models with significantly
lower scores (Figure 2a). We also performed a limited
Novotny-type test on immunoglobulin sequence (PDB code:
1mcp) by threading the hemerythrin structure. This deliberate
misfold obtained low score since the environments of residues in the incorrect 3D structures are not compatible with
the residues in the corresponding positions of the sequence
(Figure 2b and c). We have further compared the results of
our approach with other methods (27–30) (see Supplementary
Data). For instance, for the crystal structure of Escherichia
coli single-stranded DNA-binding protein (PDB code: 1qvc)
solved at resolution 2.2 s (31), chain A of 1qvc has an
apparent sequence–structure mapping error which is caused
by a one-residue register shift in position 100 and 110 (32).
On a test dataset of 13 error-prone proteins (32), the current
method performs equal to or better than the other methods.
HARMONY server detects local error in the region consisting of residues 103–140 (Figure 2d).

unsatisfied hydrogen bonding, buried polar/charged groups
or high solvent-exposure of hydrophobic residues in protein
structures (33,34). This server offers the possibility to examine local errors using amino acid substitution scores. Further,
validation scores are projected on a calibration plot and
mapped back on the structure for the convenient detection
of gross and local errors, respectively. While, in the future,
more rigorous statistical tests to assess protein structures
will be included in the HARMONY approach, the present
web server provides a conceptually simple means of assessment using reverse sequence. It has been shown (35) that
the reverse sequence of globular proteins does not retain
structural properties of the native sequence. Indeed, it has
been clearly shown already (11) that use of reverse sequence
serves as a simple and effective approach in the detection of
errors in protein structures. HARMONY server is a simple
and convenient online tool to assess the compatibility of an
amino acid sequence with a proposed 3D structure and
should prove useful for structural biologists, experimentalists
and computational modelers.

CONCLUSIONS
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